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Collect – New Additions
Space Copenhagen 2020

&Tradition launches

Following Collect’s debut, new pieces are added to the home accessories line.

After Collect debuted its offering of beautifully crafted soft furnishings and 
home objects, the line has expanded with the addition of six new pieces. Each are 
crafted with the same commitment to superior quality and timeless design, with 
new materials – including bronzed brass, glass, and travertine rock – added to its 
luxuriously rustic aesthetic. 

Take the coat hooks, which come either as a single unit or in a row of five. 
Available in three colours – Tarnished Silver, Bronzed Brass, and Aged Brass – this 
hand-polished piece offers a stylish solution to the practicalities of wall protection. 
A bronzed brass candleholder comes in three sizes that fit neatly together; 
whether purchased singularly or as a trio, they provide a handsome addition to 
a home that will evolve as the brass develops. And an object, also crafted from 
bronzed brass, adds similar aesthetic impact: deploy on a shelf as a bookend or 
simply enjoy it as a striking objet d’art.

Crafted from 100% extra-fine Merino wool, a woolen blanket boasts two-tone 
colouring that deftly interweaves contrasting hues. Differing shades on the 
front and back present the opportunity to switch its identity. Linked together 
with a slim stitch, then treated under heat, the result is an extremely soft waffle 
structure blanket. It is available in four earthy tones – Cloud & Milk; Cloud & 
Willow; Cloud & Hazel; and Cloud & Amber – and boasts Oeko-Tex certification. 

The glass vases, which are mouth-blown in Turkey, lend a sculptural element to 
any interior. Made from three layers of premium quality glass, the result is a 
unique thickness and unusual nuance of colour that comes in three options: Clear; 
Smoked; and Caramel. They are available in four sizes: 24x20cm; 40x18.5cm; 
50x19cm; and 60x28cm. 

&Tradition is a Danish design company established in 2010 with the founding principle being 
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to the present day and includes designs by internationally renowned designers.



A hand-polished plate, crafted from unfilled travertine, is equally distinctive. 
Because of the natural patterning of this stone, each plate is a uniquely textured 
piece worthy of being displayed in the home as art. 

Designed by Space Copenhagen, this elegantly understated collection reflects the 
studio’s commitment to quality and longevity. Founders Signe Bindslev Henriksen 
and Peter Bundgaard Rützou wanted to create a cohesive offering of home 
accessories that would bring comfort to any interior. Their intuitive approach, 
coupled with a belief in slow aesthetic, results in contemporary designs with 
timeless appeal.

“As architects, our work pivots around spatial composition and ambiance 
as we seek to create harmony in a space,” Henriksen and Rützou explain. 
“This collection of home accessories became a natural extension of that – an 
architectural fragment that softens and completes the atmosphere that we are 
always striving to create.”

Each piece from &Tradition Collect was designed to be easily mixed and matched 
with others. Purchase individually, or buy any number of pieces, to inject a sense 
of quiet luxury into the home.

Founded in 2005, Space Copenhagen works across multiple disciplines, from
furniture and lighting to art installations and interior design. Their intuitive
approach, coupled with a belief in slow aesthetic, results in contemporary designs
with timeless appeal.
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